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Double Deep Stone 

Wet hook size 6 - 4x long 
5/32 gold beads, 2 beads 
0.030 wire 
6/0 orange thread 
Orange flex floss 
Brown dubbing thorax or brown yarn 
Rust dubbing abdomen 
Light brown swiss straw wing cases 
 

Above colors are for orange stone. For a golden stone, change to shades of yellow, a smaller hook 
10 3x long, and a smaller bead.  For deeper water, use tungsten beads.  
 
Mount 2 gold beads. First one standard with small hole to hook eye. Second one backwards with 
large hole towards hook eye.  Wrap 10-12 lead wraps between the two beads.  Each end of the lead 
can be pushed and fitted into the inward facing large bead holes, thus allowing a few additional lead 
wraps without taking up additional hook shank length.  Mount thread behind forward bead and secure 
lead with a few wide wraps.  Continue thread over rear bead to behind rear bead and to bend. 
Overwrap a clump of thread at the bend to form a ball to flair the tails. For the tail, take a stand of 
floss and double over one end into a small loop with the loop extending over the bend and tie down 
the floss starting behind the rear bead and continuing to the bend.  Clip the loop in half to make two 
separate and equal length short tails. Lay back the long tag end of the floss away over the bend. It 
will with one piece form the tail, the ribbing, and the rear legs.  With tread at bend, dub brown up to 
behind the rear bead.  Wrap the loose floss end in wide wraps to behind rear bead and tie off but do 
not trim the floss.  Overwrap thread over rear bead, to in front of rear bead. Pull floss directly over top 
of rear bead and secure with thread.  To form rear legs, pull floss to far side and secure, then pull 
remainder to near side and secure. This will form a loop over the bead. Clip the loop to make legs.  
Pull legs down if necessary to get them to extend out away from the body.  The dual wing back will be 
formed from one piece of swiss straw.  Cut a piece of straw about as long as the hook shank.  Tie it in 
forward of the rear bead with the butt end extending rearward over and slightly past the rear bead.  
Pull tag end of straw forward over front bead and dub rust over straw to behind front bead.  For front 
legs, fold a strand of floss over hanging thread then pull thread and floss up and over hook shank to 
far side and secure butt end as leg, then pull tag end of floss over to near side and secure to form leg.  
Fold tag end of straw back from behind front bead and overwrap tread backward over straw slightly to 
secure straw.  Trim the forward straw wing as needed to be about to the front of the rear bead.  Whip 
finish a thick thread collar behind front bead. 
 



 

 

High Rise Dry series 

Caddis or Stonefly or Mayfly 
Dry fly hook size 10-12 for caddis and mayfly or 6-8 for stonefly 
Foam cutter tool caddis 12 
Wing 2mm foam tan, brown, black 
Body 3mm foam sheet tan, olive, brown 6/0 thread black, brown, olive, 
yellow, tan 
Tail mayfly moose mane, stonefly extended foam, caddis none 
Saddle hackle coachman, brown, olive 

 
The purpose of this pattern is to tie a high floating dry fly for all 3 insects with one common technique, 
with only variations to the wing placement and number.  The tying procedure works very well for 
larger hook size down to 14. For smaller sizes 16-20 the foam is more difficult to work with and 
requires a smaller cutter tool.  
 
MAYFLY 
Mount thread to bend.  Overwrap thread at bend to form a ball to spread the tail. Tie in very thin strip 
of foam for tail extending over bend then split in half with scissor cut up to bend. Mount foam 
bodystrip at bend with a short length of foam extending over bend to the left of the tie in point. Create 
segments along the length of the shank by moving thread forward slightly then laying down foam and 
then tying in foam at thread point. The foam between the thread points will be fully open but 
compressed at the tie in point. Repeat this segmenting one or two more times depending on shank 
length until reaching the 2/3 point. Tie on hackle and lay back. Tie in foam wing cut with wing cutter.  
Measure wing tip to extend halfway back and pulled up over body. Wrap hackle forward behind wing 
then in middle of wing then in front of wing.  Whip finish. For split mayfly wing, use scissors to cut 
solid wing into halves. 

 
CADDIS 
No separate tail. Tie in foam bodystrip at bend with foam extending slightly 
past bend.  Trim extended foam into a pointed V shape. Tie in hackle and lay 
back. Create 2 segments same as with mayfly.  At second forward segment 
tie in foam wing with wing tips extending back even with bend.  Advance 
thread forward in a loose wrap to create final segment. This tie in point will be 
about 2 eye widths behind eye. Palmer hackle forward to tread and tie off and 
trim hackle. To whip finish, first move thread in front of wing to behind eye so 
as not to tie down the forward wing point. 
 

 
STONEFLY 
Tied same as caddis except has 2 foam cutter wings. The additional wing is 
the rear wing, tied in at the first segment in front of the bend. Due to having 2 
wings, this rear wing is measured to extend further back, extending not just to 
the bend, but well past the bend. Then the front wing is set forward more 
than when tying the caddis, thus giving some distance and physical 
separation between the two wings for a stonefly dry wing look.  Also, with the 
front wing setting further forward, the forward end that is at the hook eye will 
extend out over the hook eye. Split front tag of foam to make antennae.  

 
 



 

 

Mysis shrimp 
Hook scud 16 
5 glass beads  
2 extra small clear 
2 small clear 
1 small brown metallic 
Opal ribbon floss 
Black midge tubing 
Thread UTC monofil clear 0.004 

 
For live shrimp use clear beads 
For dead shrimp use opaque beads such as pearl or sulphur.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tied in reverse. Head of shrimp is at hook bend and tail of shrimp at hook eye. 
 
Mount 5 beads starting with 2 extra small clear beads then 2 small clear beads then brown bead. This 
creates a slight taper from thicker at bend/head and thinner at eye/tail.  
 
Start clear mono thread at hook bend behind last bead.  Tie in opal floss at bend with floss extending 
away over bend. This creates the shrimp antennae.  Do not trim floss butt. It will be used to extend 
toward eye over beads. Form shrimp eyes by tying in black midge tubing behind last bead with butt 
extending rearward over bend and angled to the far side of hook shank. Then pull tag end of tubing 
rearward and angled to near side of hook shank and tie off to the rear. Trim tubing short for black 
eyes. Move mono thread forward wrapping around each of the rearward 4 beads one at a time but 
not the last 1 forward bead. The tie off will not occur at the hook eye but rather between the first and 
second bead. Pull the ribbon floss forward horizontally over the top of the beads towards the eye and 
the thread. Tie off floss and whip finish between first and second bead. Trim ribbon floss over eye. 
 
 

October Caddis nymph 
Wet hook 12 - 2x long 
Gold bead 1/8 
0.020 wire 
6/0 Brown thread 
Small mylar 
Pheasant tail cemented 
Light brown Swiss straw wings 
Burnt orange nymph dubbing thorax 

Golden orange Ice Dub collar 
Black ostrich collar 
 



 

 

Mount gold bead on hook and hook in vise. Wrap 6-8 turns of lead behind the bead.  Mount thread 
around wire and overwrap wire to bend of hook. At hook bend tie in small mylar then pre-cemented 
pheasant tail, leaving both mylar and pheasant tail extended back away from the bend of the hook. 
With thread at hook bend, thinly dub forward to 2/3 point.  Pull cemented pheasant tail to front of 
dubbing and tie down.  For segmenting, spiral wrap mylar over dubbing and tie off.    Add swiss straw 
side wings on each side of hook shank, small, with squared ends, and angled downward. Add 
pheasant tail antenna using single strand of pheasant with butt at hook shank and feather tip 
extended over thorax and very long past hook bend.  Optional is to add soft hackle collar.  Dub 
orange ice dub in front of wings and behind bead, leaving room for ostrich collar head. Add ostrich 
collar behind bead. Whip finish. 
 

Joker 
Scud hook 16 
Nickel 3/32 bead 
Black 6/0 thread 
Opal sparkle ribbon  
Black wire brassie 
White wire small 

 
Mount bead on hook and hook in vise.  Mounting hook at a slight downward angle will keep bead 
against the eye. Capture thread behind eye. Lay ribbon floss along shank and overwrap thread to 
bend with floss extending back from bend.  Trim floss to 1/2 shank length.  Wrap thread slightly back 
over bend so as to push floss down at an angle around bend.   Leave thread at bend. Mount white 
wire for rubbing. Lay the white wire along the hook shank and push the forward butt end into the bead 
hole, which negates the need to trim the wire, with the other end extending over the bend. Overwrap 
wire with thread to bead. This will provide extra weight and create a uniform body for the back wire 
body.  With thread behind bead, lay in black wire the same as white wire with the forward butt end 
pushed into bead hole.  Overwrap wire with thread back to bend with tight even wraps to maintain 
smooth shank and back again to bead.  Wrap black wire forward in tight wraps to bead and tie off and 
trim. Overwrap white wire clockwise in open spiral wraps for ribbing. By having used 2 different sizes 
of wire, the smaller white wire will lay in-between wraps of the larger black wire. Tie off and trim white 
wire.  Mount ribbon floss behind bead. Tie in one end then form a small loop over body for a wing and 
tie in other end at bead. Whip finish. 
 
 

Mac Attack 

Dry 16 curved shank 
8/0 gray thread 
Olive Unistretch yarn tail 
Olive dry dubbing abdomen 
Gray dry dubbing thorax 
White foam 1mm post or 1/16 cylinder 
Blue gray hackle 
 
 

 
Mount hook with eye slanted down to create working room at the bend as the tail will extend down off 
the bend. Capture thread to bend. Tie in yarn slightly past the bend so tail extends down from bend 
rather than straight back from bend.  Trim forward yarn and wrap forward to cover and smooth 



 

 

exposed butt of yarn. Move thread back to beginning of yarn and dub olive forward with small tight 
wraps and slight taper to 1/2 point.  Tie in white post just slightly forward of olive dubbing. If using 
sheet foam, cut a narrow strip of foam from the sheet, trim end into a V to capture foam on shank to 
avoid bulk.  With foam strip extending back, double it over forward to create a rounded post and tie 
off.  This doubles the amount of foam for flotation. There should be 2 eye widths of shank remaining 
in front of foam.  Make several x wraps to secure and stand up foam.  Make several wraps up the 
foam to creat a firm post for the hackle. Move thread to behind post and dub gray behind post, 
making the gray thorax slightly thicker than olive abdomen.  Trim end of hackle and mount butt 
pointing forward against the near side of the post with feather extending back over shank.  Capture 
hackle with wraps in front of and behind post  Move thread to front of post and lightly dub gray in front 
of post but not all the way to the eye. Move thread to behind post. Wrap hackle 3 times, starting at 
bottom of post for first wrap, then second wrap above first wrap, then third wrap below first wrap.  
With thread behind post, capture hackle behind post with bobbing motion to avoid clamping down the 
hackle fibers. Move thread to front of post and forward to eye. Whip finish being careful not to clamp 
down on hackle at eye. Trim hackle being careful not to cut wound fibers.  Add drop of cement to 
post, or add the drop to post before winding hackle. 


